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Ted Oyphanith concentrates his practice on electrical, mechanical, and financial business process
patents, specializing in 5G networking and software. His experience also includes drafting patent
applications and office action replies advocating his clients’ inventions.
Prior to practicing law, Ted was a fin-tech professional for over 15 years, where he assisted in
implementations of financial systems for Fortune 500 companies and large government entities on
a global scale, serving as a program manager, project manager, and software developer.

•

Dean's Merit
Scholar
Ted’s diverse background spans a portfolio of industries, including banking, insurance, healthcare,
•
Business Law
real estate investment trusts, and state and federal governments.
Certificate
B.A., Rochester Institute
He received his B.A. from the Rochester Institute of Technology and J.D. from the Rutgers School
of Technology, 2004

Bar Admissions
Pennsylvania, 2019,
Pending
United States Patent
and Trademark Office,
2018

of Law
Representative Experience
–

Drafted a 5G networking patent application concerning V2X and V2V side-link synchronization
signals in support of autonomous vehicles for a Wilmington Delaware mobile technology
research and development company.

–

Drafted a 5G networking patent application concerning a hybrid wireless transmit and receive
unit (WTRU) using physical channels for message priority in support of efficient network
messaging for a Wilmington Delaware mobile technology research and development company.

–

Drafted an office action response for a software invention concerning embedded
advertisements within downloaded software arguing such invention’s novelty over prior art for a
United States multinational software company.

–

Drafted an office action response for a smart power grid, concerning efficient electrical
consumption, arguing such invention’s novelty over prior art for Japanese multinational
conglomerate.

Professional and Community Activities
–
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Philadelphia Diversity Law Group - Fellow and Law School Boot Camp Lead for Part-Time Law
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Students
–

Back on My Feet Philadelphia - Volunteer and Fundraiser

–

Jewish Federation of Philadelphia - Volunteer

NEWS / EVENTS
Press Releases
–

2

Dilworth Adds Intellectual Property Attorney Ted Oyphanith
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